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Disclaimers

Circular 230 Disclosure
Pursuant to recently-enacted U.S. Treasury Department Regulations, we are now required to

advise you that, unless otherwise expressly indicated, any federal tax advice contained in this

communication, including attachments and enclosures, is not intended or written to be used,

and may not be used, for the purpose of: (i) avoiding tax-related penalties under the Internal

Revenue Code or; (ii) promoting, marketing or recommending to another party any tax-related

matters addressed herein.

No Financial Advice
The statements and suggestions contained in this document do not constitute business or

personal financial advice of any kind. We suggest that you contact your qualified financial

services professional to determine the best approach for you in terms of financial planning and

financial management.

No Insurance Advice
We are not licensed to recommend or sell insurance of any kind. Therefore, this document

does not specifically or by implication recommend or promote the sale of any particular

insurance product. You must work with a licensed insurance professional to determine whether

and how insurance may be effectively used to execute your strategies and action items.

No Legal Advice
We are not licensed to practice law in your jurisdiction, and therefore nothing in this document

should be construed to be legal advice of any kind. You must seek the advice of an attorney

licensed to practice law in your area and/or in any other relevant area before making any

decisions.

No Opinion of Value
This document does not contain an opinion as to business or asset value. Any business value

discussed in this document is merely an estimate of value, and does not indicate or guarantee

the price at which your business or any interest in it can be sold. To determine more accurately

the value of your business, we recommend that you engage a certified valuation specialist or

certified business appraiser.

No Securities or Investment Advice
The statements and ideas contained in this document are neither securities nor investment

advice. Statements in this document relate to general business practices and do not directly or
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indirectly relate to your decision to continue to invest in a privately held business or to a

decision to divest your ownership interest in this or any other business.

No Tax Advice
The information and ideas communicated in this document do not constitute tax advice or tax

analysis of any kind. The tax consequences of any strategies or techniques discussed here

can only be determined by a qualified tax professional specifically engaged by you to assess

your unique circumstances.

Custom Disclaimer
To be added later.
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Gap Analysis » Bridging the Gap

The fundamental purpose of the creation of your Value Driver Report is to identify specific

strategies that are most likely to have a significant positive impact on the value of your

business. The results of the preliminary assessment indicate that your goal is to increase the

value of your business from its current value of $3,000,000.00 to your target value of

$6,000,000.00 (an increase of $3,000,000.00) during the next 7 years, which represents a

business value growth rate of 10.4% per year (relative to the previous year). The information

below illustrates the growth in overall business value that is required in order to move from

your current business value to your target business value on your desired timeline.

Current Business Value $3,000,000.00

Target Business Value $6,000,000.00

Required Growth in Business Value $3,000,000.00

Business Value Growth Milestones

Year Value Increase Business Value

1 $344,772.42 $3,312,268.54

2 $380,659.62 $3,657,040.96

3 $420,282.29 $4,037,700.58

4 $464,029.27 $4,457,982.87

5 $512,329.85 $4,922,012.14

6 $565,658.01 $5,434,341.99

7 $624,537.08 $6,000,000.00
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Gap Analysis » Gap Analysis Worksheet

As we have discussed, to make recommendations to bridge your financial gap between the

current value of your business and your target business value, it is important that we use

accurate financial information and realistic assumptions. Below is a summary of the various

information and calculations used to determine your financial gap based upon the information

you provided to us.

The gap analysis combines an analysis of three basic elements:

1. The current value of your ownership interest in your business
2. Your projected financial needs at and after the time you sell your business
3. The extent to which your non-business assets and investments are expected to satisfy

your projected financial needs

Current Business Value

Method for estimating current business value: Professional Valuation in 2015

Target Business Value

Method of determining target business value: Generally accepted Valuation Techniques
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Collect and Use Customer Feedback

Step 1

Create a system for receiving and organizing customer feedback.

Categorize customer feedback into three groups: (1) suggestions and

ideas, (2) positive feedback and testimonials, and (3) complaints and

problems.

Step 2

Your company-wide customer management system should include

features to create and monitor these three types of feedback. As an

alternative to a formal customer management system, you can create and

maintain a simple spreadsheet with each customer name’s down the left

column and the three categories listed above as additional column

headings, along with additional columns for dates, descriptions, resolution

or action steps taken and any other information you deem appropriate. A

particular customer may require more than one row if that customer has

brought you both a complaint and a suggestion, for example. An internal

administrative staff member, or even a college intern, can manage the

spreadsheet or customer management system data and create reports,

run statistics and summarize the information.

Step 3

Collect customer feedback through a variety of methods. Use the Contact

Us feature on the Company's website, regular account executive or inside

sales contacts, customer site visits, sales calls and customer surveys (free

and low-cost online survey creation tools exist) to collect feedback in the

manner that works best for each customer.

Step 4

Instruct employees (and provide necessary scripts) regarding the exact

wording of customer feedback questions you want the employees to ask.

Inconsistent questions lead to inconsistent or unbalanced answers.

Questions should be short and to the point. They can be open-ended or

they can ask the customer to choose from 2 or 3 options (e.g., What is

more important to you, price or speed of delivery?).

Step 5

Each year, set aside time for either you, a customer service

representative, an intern or an outside agency to collect standard

customer feedback on issues that you believe impact the Company. Track

and compare results from one year to the next.
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Step 6

In regular planning sessions, use customer feedback, including

suggestions, testimonials and complaints as a factor in making strategic or

product-development decisions.

Step 7

Ask customer permission to use positive statements (testimonials) in your

marketing materials and/or on the Company website. Provide the

customer with a written copy of the testimonial language (written by your

staff based on a conversation or correspondence with the customer) to

obtain permission before any publication.

Step 8

Document customer complaints clearly, along with the resolution of each

and schedule follow-up contact with each complaining customer to confirm

that the situation was resolved successfully. Most business owners find

that a consistent willingness to address customer complaints in a clear

and direct manner eventually brings complaining customers around,

turning them into supporters of the Company. This does not mean that all

customer complaints are valid, but each customer should understand that

their feedback is relevant and that you believe that the resolution is fair.
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Connect Employee Activity to Company Success

Step 1
Create a written description and an illustration (chart) of the critical

activities and functions of the Company.

Step 2
Create a written description and an illustration (chart) of the activities of all

departments, groups and individual employees in the Company.

Step 3

Match the two illustration charts described above to confirm that each

activity within the Company connects directly to the core purpose and

activities of the Company's business.

Step 4

Identify any employee activities that do not support critical business

operations of the Company and determine whether those activities can be

eliminated. Replace excess or unnecessary activities with activities that

are directly connected to the core functions and value of the business. It

may be necessary to reduce, combine or eliminate employee positions

that are not deemed to be critical to Company operations.
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Create a Consistent Marketing and Sales Message

Step 1

Before you define your marketing and sales message, you need to clarify

what your target market responds to and what you want your target

market to think about your Company. Identify 3 to 5 themes that accurately

convey your unique value to customers. These themes might include

concepts such as high quality or basic, long-term or temporary, innovative

or traditional, independent or affiliated with a larger group, narrowly

focused or broad based.

Step 2

For your most important themes, choose descriptive words that convey

the meaning that you want to evoke when a customer hears or reads

about your products or services. These descriptive words might include

terms like premium, affordable, unique, proprietary, expert, reliable, family

or responsive. Use words that your customers will recognize but that are

unique from those commonly used by your competitors.

Step 3

Over a 30 day period, ask your sales or customer service personnel to

conduct a simple survey with the top 10% to 15% of your customers by

volume. In the survey, ask each customer which of several terms they

most associated with your Company. Give them 5 terms from which to

choose, and ask them to rank the terms using "1" to represent the term

that most accurately described the Company and "5" for the term that

does not describe the Company well. In the choice of 5 terms, include

your top 2 or 3 key messaging words and combine them with a few words

that are positive in nature, but you do not feel describe your company well.

Use the results of the survey to guide your decisions in terms of what

message you want to communicate and how best to do so.

Step 4

Once key messages are in place, make sure that they appear in marketing

materials, literature, brochures, advertisements, sales presentations, tag

lines, employee scripts and all other communications with your target

market, prospective customers and current customers.

Step 5

Key messages must also appear in the company's mission statement,

either directly or indirectly. They must guide decisions in development and

release of new products and services. All aspects of the Company, its
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management, its employees, its culture and its offerings should align with

the key messages.

Step 6

Avoid changing Company messaging too often. Changing course too often

confuses customers and the marketplace and makes them skeptical of

your truthfulness.
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Create Scripts for Employees

Step 1

Create groups or categories for all areas or departments of your business

that interact with customers and potential customers. Organize groups by

the type of contact each group has with customers or potential customers.

Step 2

Make a list of the 5 to 10 critical words or phrases that you want

employees in each group to use. Also list any words or phrases that you

do not want employees in any group to use. These might include

descriptive words about your products or services, such as "unique" or

"efficient" or "premium". Words or phrases describing your Company that

you do not want employees to use might include "struggling" or "old".

Step 3

All employees need a standard and consistent answer to each of the

following questions: "What does your company do?" "How did the

company get started?" "Why are your products/services better than those

of your competitors?"

Step 4

Sales and marketing personnel should know the answers to these

questions and should use consistent words and phrases: "What is the

benefit to me (the potential customer) from using your products/services?"

Sales personnel also need a series of specific questions to ask potential

or returning customers in order to move the process forward. These

questions might include: "Do you have the ability/authority to make a

decision?" "Can you commit to this order/contract/service today?" "Can

you make/obtain a decision during the next 7 (or 15 or 30) days?" "Can I

contact you again in _____ months to revisit this decision and see if you

are ready to move forward?" "Are you willing and able to refer me to other

individuals/businesses/organizations who can benefit from our product/

services?"

Step 5

Customer service and sales personnel should have scripts that include

critical questions designed to get to a customer's underlying motivations,

such as: "How did you get to this point?" "Can you tell me about your past

experiences with this product/service (or a similar product/service)?"

"What have been your sources of frustration or disappointment with your

other vendors/suppliers/service relationships?" "What are you looking

for?" "What are your expectations?"
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Step 6

Remind all employees who interact with customers and potential

customers to speak slowly, clearly, without slang or informal terms, with a

positive attitude and tone, not defensively and mostly about business

(minimal or no talk about personal interests or issues).

Step 7

Revise website descriptions, standardized e-mails, letters, printed

marketing materials and other communications methods to include the

same words, phrases and messaging as your scripts.
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Define and Measure Success

Step 1

Determine the extent and quality of any historical data that you maintain in

the areas of business development activities, sales activities, close rates

for prospective customers, repeat business from past customers and

referrals of new customers from all possible referral sources. To the extent

possible, rank all business development and sales activities by putting

each into one of three groups: (1) highly effective, (2) effective, and (3)

somewhat effective. You may also want to create a fourth category for

activities that have not demonstrated any particular success. If you do not

have reliable data on these activities, use your best judgment as to the

appropriate category for each activity.

Step 2

Implement tracking measures for each business development and sales

activity. Sales/customer management systems include these metrics, or

you can create a simple spreadsheet to monitor activities and success

rates. Simple measurement criteria provide the greatest quality of

information – each activity most likely results in either an end to the

opportunity or a step forward. For example, track each interaction with a

prospective customer with a result of either "yes" or "no" based on the

prospect's willingness to move forward to the next conversation or an

indication that the prospect will not or cannot move forward.

Step 3

Focus all employee activity, scripts, incentive compensation and work flow

with an emphasis on moving all prospective customers forward toward a

purchase decision and moving all existing customers toward a decision to

return as a customer and/or refer new business to you.

Step 4

Create a map or flow chart of the Company's 3 to 5 most critical success

indicators, along with the specific activities and resources that will be

required to achieve the stated outcomes. Goals should be realistic

(achievable), but still growth-oriented. A complete map or flow chart of

activities and expected results should be summarized on a single page (or

not more than two pages) so that all Company employees can see and

understand the process easily, as well as comprehend their role in the

process.
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Step 5

Set goals for the Company and for each employee that meet the basic

requirements of the SMART acronym: Specific, Measurable, Attainable,

Relevant, Timely.

Step 6
Verify that anticipated resource requirements are available through the

budgeting process. Reference budget items in the growth plan.

Step 7
Assign responsibility for measuring and reporting results on a weekly,

monthly, quarterly and annual basis.

Step 8

Mirror the success activities and measurement methodologies in

employee job descriptions, incentive compensation and performance

reviews.

Step 9

Monitor and track activities and successes at least monthly to

communicate progress to employees and to make adjustments as needed

when activities do not generate anticipated results.

Step 10

Be prepared to replace any individual who does not meet stated goals.

Absent unforeseen intervening factors, each employee should understand

the expectations for his or her performance and that if performance falls

short of expectations, the Company will find it necessary to make

changes. This area is often difficult for business owners who dislike

confrontation or feel a sense of obligation to employees. Try thinking of

the employer–employee relationship in the same way that you think of

your relationship with the Company's vendors. When a vendor does not

meet your expectations you find a new vendor.
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Diversify Customer Base

Step 1

Define the term "customer" as it relates to your business. A customer may

be one individual or company, or might be a group of related individuals or

companies. Consider multiple individuals or companies to be a single

customer if their buying decisions (whether to purchase your products and

services) are ultimately controlled by one person.

Step 2

Evaluate existing customer mix to determine opportunities to expand into

new target markets, including commercial, wholesale, distributor,

residential, municipal, governmental and non-profit organizations. Choose

one or two new target markets at a time to pursue new sales

opportunities.

Step 3

Attract new customers through special offers, such as reduced minimum

purchase sizes or job size. Implement slightly more flexible pricing terms

for repeat customers to encourage new customers to return.

Step 4
Accept new forms of customer payment, such as payments by credit card

or electronic funds transfers.

Step 5

Expand product and service offerings so that no single product or service

represents more than 70% of overall annual sales. Identify and promote

multiple customer entry options by offering unique combinations of

products and services not available through competitors.

Step 6

Enter into relationships with strategic alliances who serve the same target

market but who provide very different products or services. Offer a small

benefit to customers referred through the strategic alliance relationship.

Step 7

Avoid chasing customers that are too small to serve efficiently or who are

known to be unreasonable or have payment problems. Expanding

customer diversity at the expense of operational or financial efficiency

does not benefit the Company.
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Grow Value Through Acquisition

Step 1

Identify and list potential acquisition targets (either an entire business or

specific elements, such as customer lists, equipment, facilities,

employees, geographic reach or product/service offerings).

Step 2
Contact business brokers and trade associations to identify additional

possible acquisition targets.

Step 3
Prioritize your list of potential acquisition targets in order of strategic and/

or economic value.

Step 4

Calculate the value to the Company of each target business or asset. A

reasonable starting point is a value equal to the profit that you expect the

Company will derive from the business operations or asset during the first

twelve months following the acquisition.

Step 5
Set a maximum price that you are willing to pay for each of the top 5

acquisition candidates.

Step 6

Contact the owner of your highest ranked acquisition target to discuss an

offer to purchase the business or specific assets. Propose a purchase

price that is payable over at least a 12-month period, in not longer.

Negotiate price and terms with interested sellers only up to the maximum

purchase price you identified in your analysis.

Step 7
Work through the ranked list of acquisition targets until you successfully

complete an acquisition or exhaust all potential targets.

Step 8
After a successful acquisition, commit at least 6 months to the integration

of the new assets or operations into the Company's business activities.
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Increase Employee Productivity

Step 1
Summarize work flow within the Company in terms of job responsibilities

for each individual, either for the Company overall or by department.

Step 2

Identify redundant or unnecessary tasks within Company work flow, as

well as any that can benefit from improved quality, training or skills.

Immediately eliminate these tasks and shift those that you consider

essential to productive, effective employees. Eliminate positions for

employees who do not work at the 100% effort level at all times.

Step 3

Evaluate whether any cost savings benefits will result from bringing your

outsourced tasks in-house. You can do this by reviewing a list of your

vendors, ranked by the total dollars the Company has spent with each

vendor during the past 6 or 12 months. Often you will find that certain

tasks can be performed as well or better by your internal personnel than

by outside providers. You may also experience improved turn-around

times or service levels by bringing tasks in-house and assigning them to

employees who otherwise were under-utilized.

Step 4

If workload shortfalls persist for an extended period of time or if you

predict a temporary period of lower activity between large products, initiate

internal or external training program requirements for your employees.

Step 5

Implement friendly competitions among employees on a daily or weekly

basis – a shorter period of time is best to avoid employees losing sight of

their goals and competitive spirit. When presented as a real benefit that

comes with bragging rights and Company recognition, employees tend to

elevate their level of performance. Employees who do not respond to

internal competitions or motivational rewards may not be a good fit for

your Company and their replacement may make sense.

Step 6

If you have difficulty terminating ineffective, unproductive or redundant

employees, consider the modern reality that employees as a whole are not

especially loyal to your Company. If they would find it fairly easy to

announce to you that they are moving on to a new and better opportunity,

you should similarly feel no guilt in letting an employee know that their

position in the Company is no longer a good fit.
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Step 7

Senior and mid-level managers bear responsibility for continuous

employee encouragement and motivation. Managers should monitor

activity levels and quickly intervene with reminders of expectations and

ideas for maintaining high performance levels if they perceive any slowing

in effort put forth by Company personnel.

Step 8

To the extent that employees experience excess capacity and there is no

direct flow of work to them (i.e., the Company is fully staffed but not

enough work exists to keep everyone busy), temporarily shift employees

on a part-time basis to high-energy product or service development

activities in order to maintain a constant level of activity and enthusiasm

among your staff. Of course, if lack of work persists, financial analysis may

indicate that laying off staff members for whom workloads are light.
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Increase Sales to Current Customers

Step 1

List all of the products, services, support, training, resources,

customization, changes, refunds and specialized offerings that the

Company provides to any of its customers.

Step 2
Calculate the revenue that can be directly tied to each product, service or

activity on your list collected by the Company during the past 12 months.

Step 3

Survey the top 20% of your customers (by revenue) to determine which of

the identified products, services and activities those customers perceive to

be the most valuable of your offerings.

Step 4

Compare the price a customer pays for each of the products, services or

activities that are considered most valuable to the value that a customer

derives from that product, service or activity.

Step 5

For each item that generates revenue that is less than 50% of its value to

the customer, compare the Company's pricing of that item to the

availability and pricing of similar offerings by your competitors.

Step 6

Based on the value and competitor analysis described above, choose the

most valuable item that you currently offer your customers and adjust the

pricing of that offering to be at least 30% - 50% of the estimated value of

that item to the customer.

Step 7

Identify at least one new product or service that your existing customers

would be willing to buy from the Company and introduce the new offering

for a trial period of at least 12 months.

Step 8
Repeat the steps described above every 6 to 12 months to continuously

adjust and supplement offerings to customers.

Step 9
Phase out and cancel products or services that have a cost to the

Company that exceeds the value of the offering to your customers.
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Investigate Expansion Opportunities

Step 1

Experiment with temporary workload increases for your existing staff. This

might include temporary projects or an occasional pro bono or community/

volunteer project in which your staff is required to increase productivity for

a short while. Analyze project results to determine whether your existing

staff has the ability to take on additional work.

Step 2

Inspect the Company's product/service delivery and distribution methods.

Assess the potential benefits of changing to more efficient routes and/or

more efficient use of distribution channels if possible. This includes

everything from parts storage on repair vehicles to additional cargo on

delivery trucks to electronic data transmission speed to additional

complimentary products.

Step 3

Go through the exercise of projecting expansion costs, including time,

personnel, equipment, facilities, cash and the line of credit. Assess a value

for each additional expense. Quantify the benefits of expansion in terms of

both direct economic benefit through increased sales and long-term

benefit through Company name recognition.

Step 4
Define and rank expansion opportunities and, at least annually, implement

a targeted plan.
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Manage and Reduce Company Debt

Step 1
Calculate the percentage of gross profit that your annual debt service

represents (gross profit = total sales revenue – cost of goods sold).

Step 2

If your annual debt payments exceed 20% of your gross profit, investigate

options for either extending the terms of the debt to reduce annual

payments or refinance the debt to maintain the term of the debt but reduce

annual payments based on a lower principal balance. If your debt consists

of several combined debt obligations, focus on eliminating at least one of

those obligations as quickly as possible to reduce overall cash

requirements for debt.

Step 3

To the extent possible, eliminate and reduce expenses to make more cash

flow available for debt repayment. This may include a hiring freeze,

repairing equipment rather than purchasing new equipment, delaying

expansion into new space or eliminating certain employee benefits. In

general, you should plan to pay off existing debt as quickly as possible.

Step 4

When faced with an opportunity to take on new debt in an effort to grow

the business and in turn grow business value, create a detailed analysis of

the opportunity that additional debt presents. You should have a high

degree of confidence that the opportunity will result in a sustained

increase in cash flow for the Company.

Step 5

Consider a business line of credit rather than a loan to finance fluctuating

or intermittent cash requirements of your growing business. A line of credit

allows you to only access debt when and to the extent that you actually

need it, and only at the time that you need it.

Step 6

Don't hesitate to request competitive lending solutions from multiple

financing sources. Long banking relationships provide many benefits, but

do not play a more important role than favorable financing terms.
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Minimize Competitor Risk

Step 1
Schedule periodic "competitive advantage reviews" with all employees or

with each department.

Step 2

Protect pricing, product and service information by eliminating pricing and

special product offerings or combinations on Company website (price lists

or automatic quote systems) and in printed materials.

Step 3

Create a process for collecting basic inquiry information every time the

Company receives a pricing quote request. Confirm that those requesting

quotes are legitimate customers or prospective customers. Provide written

quotes only when absolutely necessary.

Step 4

Create a simple confidentiality agreement for vendors. This agreement

can be one paragraph long and simply requests that a vendor

acknowledge that all business information related to the Company's

relationship and transactions with that vendor is confidential information

and must be protected.

Step 5

Add confidentiality statements to all pricing and quote documents provided

to customers. Include a paragraph regarding confidentiality of the

business relationship and transactions in all customer contracts to the

extent that written contracts exist or will exist for customers.

Step 6

Protect the Company's customer list. Eliminate references to specific

customers on Company website. Provide one or two customer references

only to well-qualified potential customers. Minimize identifiable customer

information contained in testimonials.

Step 7

Control the flow of information. Create bullet points or one-page talking

points for sales personnel and for customer service and administrative

personnel who may receive incoming phone calls. Set specific limits on

information employees have the ability to share. Provide a scripted

statement for employees who receive a request for confidential

information so that they can easily rely on standardized terms and

responses.
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Step 8

Be modest about Company success. Resist the urge to advertise market

share or industry leadership. Do not give competitors a target to achieve

and surpass.

Step 9

Confirm that internal operations support Company policies regarding

protection from competitor risk. Company website, sales tracking system,

databases, accounting and billing programs and other business tools

should be password protected and available only to those with a true need

to know.
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Minimize Risk of Loss from Employee Errors

Step 1 Identify the employee errors that occurred most often in the past.

Step 2
Identify the employee errors that you expect will be most likely to occur in

the future.

Step 3
Quantify the estimated cost, both direct and indirect, of each occurrence of

each type of employee error.

Step 4
Create specific steps that can be taken to avoid each type of employee

error.

Step 5

Communicate new procedures for eliminating or minimizing employee

errors to existing employees, including the reasons for the new

procedures and the potential consequences to the Company of future

errors.

Step 6

Initiate training for all new employees, including both written discussions

and procedure training checklists, to explain the importance of minimizing

employee errors in critical areas and Company expectations for following

procedures.
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Minimize Risk of Loss From Facilities Management

Step 1

Diagram your basic production and fulfillment facilities. Include equipment,

personnel, the flow of materials or components. Also include lighting and

electrical features. Use the diagram to identify any potential improvements

in resource utilization or process flow. Update diagram to reflect any

improvements that you implement, or retain original diagram in business

records for the benefit of your successor owner.

Step 2

Map, diagram and locate excess capacity in storage and staging areas

within your facilities. Confirm the storage of each type of inventory or

resource material near the locations that require those items. Move groups

of materials in batches, one group at a time, so that over a short period of

time you can find necessary items in a convenient location. Use clear

labeling to encourage proper storage between large clean-up projects.

Step 3

Organize office space so that similar or complimentary groups of staff

reside near each other. Disconnect equipment, computers and other

electrical items in areas not actively used. Consider energy saving

techniques, such as automatic shut-off for lights, zoned air and heat and

energy saving power strips.

Step 4

Analyze office and facilities heating and cooling systems. Use digital

programmable thermostats to maintain consistent and stable

environments. Implement Company rules giving authority to manage office

or facilities space to only a few key employees. Schedule annual

maintenance for heating and cooling systems to maintain efficient

operation.

Step 5

Confirm availability and location of back-up power generation systems, so

that in the event of a loss of power, the Company has the ability to

respond to the situation in a reasonable period of time to restore

operations or basic activities.

Step 6

For all business facilities, confirm all appropriate safety and security

systems. This includes functioning secure locks (with lock codes or keys

changed on a regular basis to maintain security), safety ordinances and

laws compliance, monitoring of activities.
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Step 7

Schedule on-site visits with local representatives from workers'

compensation insurance carrier, municipal safety inspectors, property and

casualty inspectors, electricity service provider and other measurement,

testing, compliance and service providers to confirm facilities are

operating safely and efficiently.

Step 8
Provide Company staff with periodic reminders about maintaining safe and

productive facilities.

Step 9 Revisit planning for safety, security, efficiency and safety at least annually.
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Observe Business Formalities

Step 1

Set a goal to update and maintain all fundamental business records on a

quarterly basis. Create a situation in which basic business records can be

copied and delivered in an organized system within a 24-hour time frame.

If necessary, schedule time with one of your paid professional advisors

each quarter (about an hour) to work on these tasks.

Step 2

Collect and organize documentation related to registration of your entity in

the state, county and city records (formation documents, tax identification

or registration documents, certificates of good standing, etc.).

Step 3

Create accounting entries in your electronic accounting system that

represent unusual or non-business payments either directly to or for the

benefit of you personally or your family members. Use the accounting

entries to monitor and report non-business expenses paid by the

Company (i.e., start reporting these expenses as income in order to

produce more realistic Company financial information).

Step 4

Obtain industry salary averages or ranges for all positions within the

Company, including yours. Set pay scales for you and each of your family

members appropriately based on industry norms. If additional payments

from the Company are appropriate or necessary, consider marking those

payments as distributions/dividends or bonus payments in order to

separate them from regular base compensation.

Step 5

Learn, possibly by creating simple checklists, the decisions typically made

by the owners of the business (those who have voting rights), the Board of

Directors or other governing body and the officers of the business. Use a

simple reminder method to create notes of all major decisions and keep

notes of all such decisions, so that updating basic voting records and

documentation of decision-making requires minimal effort.

Step 6

Store all basic business documents in a single location, either on-site in a

fire-proof safe or on a server system (electronic or scanned documents)

that includes daily off-site back-up of information.
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Reorganize the Company Based on Revenue Generation

Impact

Step 1

Create a Revenue Map for the Company. A "Revenue Map" is a visual

illustration of all of the steps involved in revenue generation, from product

(or service) development to business development (marketing) to sales,

product or service creation (providing services or creating the product) to

completion and delivery to billing, collections and follow-up and request for

additional business. The Revenue Map is not organized by seniority,

reporting responsibility, supervision responsibility or pay level. Instead, the

Revenue Map clearly illustrates the steps and actions necessary for the

Company to bring in revenue from business operations.

Step 2

Review the Revenue Map with each employee or with groups of

employees, such as by department, so that every employee knows where

he or she fits into the process of creating revenue, the source of continued

success, continued employment and new opportunities.

Step 3

Look for opportunities to create efficiencies in the Revenue Map, such as

by eliminating redundancies or skipping a step determined to be

unnecessary. Look for opportunities to increase profitability by reducing

costs associated with the path to revenue generation. For example, if

advertising is expensive, look for lower priced media outlets, and if a task

or portion of the process occurs late in the process but could instead occur

earlier to decrease total time required to collect revenue, rearrange the

Revenue Map and the Company activities associated with it to complete

delivery of products or services sooner.

Step 4

Experiment with trial-basis expansions of specific areas of the Revenue

Map. For example, shift resources from one area to another to evaluate

whether revenue or profitability change in a positive direction. If no

positive results appear after 3 to 6 months, go back to your previous

arrangement and choose a different area to adjust. Use this approach to

find the ideal balance of resources and the ideal flow of work and

resources within the Company.
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Step 5

Never assume that the Revenue Map that you create today is permanent.

Return to this process annually to give a fresh perspective to your existing

processes and assumptions.
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Reposition High-End Products

Step 1
Generate a list of all products ranked by total annual revenue. Identify any

high-end or premium products in the bottom third of the ranked list.

Step 2
Determine whether you can lower the price on any of the identified

products without sacrificing all of your profit.

Step 3

Re-write the messaging, sales scripts and product information to

emphasize the value of the product rather than its premium or elite

qualities. Use terms that communicate benefits such as superior

performance or low maintenance or replacement cost to remind customers

that they get more for their money.

Step 4

Contact each of your existing customers, starting with your largest

customers by sales volume and present the new value concepts to those

customers. Ask each customer to purchase the repositioned product or to

increase the volume of purchases based on the benefits it delivers.

Step 5

Set a specific time frame to test the repositioned product, such as 3

months or 6 months but not longer than 12 months, and track changes in

orders to evaluate the effectiveness of the effort.

Step 6

Return the high-end product to premium status and pricing if and when the

market or customer base is able to acknowledge and perceive additional

value from the elevated status of the product. Evaluate this positioning of

the product annually, if not more often.

Step 7

Avoid repositioning and price reductions for numerous products at the

same time as it may inadvertently send a message that all of your

products are less valuable. Select one product at a time or small groups of

related products that support overall sales of the Company.
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Transfer Responsibility to Employees

Step 1
Capture and document your current marketing activities. Specifically

describe how you locate and identify potential new customers.

Step 2

Use your typical criteria to create a customer profile that your employees

can use to measure and evaluate customers. Share the customer profile

with the employees who will participate in marketing and discuss any

details.

Step 3

Confirm that the Company website, e-mail marketing campaigns, direct

mail campaign, Company materials (brochures), trade show materials,

strategic alliance materials, and telemarketing scripts are all consistent

with your marketing vision so that employees can implement your priorities

and standards for identifying and communicating with potential customers.

Step 4
Create a fair and transparent process for transferring leads from the

marketing area to sales representatives.

Step 5

Capture and document all of your activities involved in sales, or your

process for obtaining a purchase request from a potential customer. An

outline or flow chart of your thought process, messages or quotes

delivered and interactions with the potential customer to achieve a sale

should be reduced to a single page.

Step 6

Create scripts for initial sales contacts, descriptions of your products and

services and "asking for the business" so that your employees can present

your Company in the manner that you think is most likely to succeed.

Using, updating and consistently following the scripts creates consistency

in the message that sales employees communicate and reduces training

time for new sales employees.

Step 7

Provide sales personnel with clear parameters as to the limits within which

they may make proposals and negotiate for the sale of products or

services.

Step 8

Clearly describe and assign responsibility for post-sale follow-up,

collection of customer feedback and requests for referrals from satisfied

customers.
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Step 9

Create a comprehensive employee training book for sale and marketing

that includes all of the items described above. Review the training

materials with current employees who you expect to increase their level of

responsibility for these activities and for new employees as well. Observe

each employee performing each step of the sales and marketing process

3 to 5 times during the first 30 days of the new process and again after 60

days to confirm that employees accurately follow procedures and

protocols. Modify marketing and sales materials as needed.

Step 10

Complete the process of delegating marketing and sales responsibilities

by setting clear expectations for employee activity levels and success,

providing reward for successful achievement of stated targets and using

tracking systems to monitor activities and effectiveness.
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